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Author's response to reviews:

9 April 2015,

Dear Professor Cameron,

We are pleased to re-submit our manuscript titled, “Mobility and cognition are associated with wellbeing and health related quality of life among older adults” to BMC Geriatrics. The manuscript is not being considered for publication elsewhere.

Thank you for the comments from the Editorial Team. We have been diligent in incorporating the reviewer and editorial team comments. These suggestions are addressed in the ‘Response to Reviewers’ document. We also attached a clean version of the manuscript with ‘Track Changes’ accepted.

We look forward to clarifying further as needed.

All authors have no conflict of interest and financial disclosures to declare.

Yours Sincerely,

Jennifer C. Davis, PhD
Centre for Clinical Epidemiology and Evaluation, 828 West 10th Avenue, University of British Columbia & Vancouver Coastal Health Research Institute (VCHRI), Vancouver, British Columbia, V6T 2B5, Canada, jennifer.davis@ubc.ca
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